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To analyze the nuances of the root concept of neutral in sociology, we focus on three related interpretations4

and suggest corresponding mathematical models for each of them from the class of information-sharing multi-5

agents network games known as the Naming Games (NG). The subsequent line of approach is to embed each6

of these three models in their own one-parameter families of models, to better understand the consequences7

of incremental changes in the local interaction protocols on global statistical quantities such as expected times8

to consensus. A family of two-opinions Naming Games, the M models for the interpretation of neutral which9

is applicable to the scenario of middle-roaders in a social forum or blog, is solved exactly for expected times10

to multiple consensus. These multi-opinions models represent a significant departure from the linguistic roots11

of the original NG and are constructed primarily to improve the modeling of the interacting agents’ realistic12

cognitive traits on a large social network - the neutrals here play the role of devil’s advocate when they speak.13

The main results are that this family of NG are Martingale models, that is, purely diffusion-driven, and have14

expected times to multi-consensus which are O(N2 logN) compared to the much shorter O(N logN.15

I. INTRODUCTION16

The Naming Games have been widely studied as a class of17

effective models for information sharing and opinion spread18

in social networks. Naming Games were first introduced in19

linguistics to model the convergence of social names or tags20

to a small or even single label [10], [11]. In the two opinions21

subclass (where the opinions or signals are denoted A and B)22

of the NG, the original model treats the neutrals as agents who23

have equal probability of signalling A or B. Thus, a speaker -24

listener pair chosen from the neutrals can either exit as a pair25

of purely A or B opinions agents. The neutral speaker has half26

probability of signalling A which is assumed to be received by27

the neutral listener with full fidelity who then, along with the28

speaker, becomes a purely A opinion agent. The same holds if29

the speaker signals the opinion B in which case, both speaker30

and listener switch from neutrals to purely B.31

One of the previous point of departure from this original32

NG [12] is the listener-only version (LO-NG) analyzed in33

[14, 15] where the asymmetry between speaker and listener34

is changed significantly to empower the speaker in the sense35

that only the listener may switch to a different opinion type in36

a single time step. This was done at first to simplify the math-37

ematical analysis of the NG but we emphasize another impor-38

tant aspect of the LO-NG, namely, that it more closely resem-39

ble social opinion dynamics and information sharing and less40

the original linguistic applications of the NG. Arguably, the41

agent that speaks is the more pro-active of the pair and seeks42

to convince the other of his opinions.43

Our primary aim here is to analyze the nuances of the44

root concept of neutral in sociology settings where the above45

speaker - listener protocol have a range of asymmetry. We46

focus on three related interpretations of this concept, namely,47

(a) undecided as in binary elections or referendums to choose48

between two candidates A, B, where the neutrals do not vote49

(speak) and are so-called weak, (b) middle-roaders who are50

vocal in their positions as in blogs or social forums on a single51
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issue with FOR and AGAINST representing the extreme opin-52

ions and possibly several intermediate opinions in between53

them, such as in the issue of gun control, and (c) erratic or54

flippant as in the listener only (LO-NG) versions of the two-55

opinions NG where the neutrals or AB agents speak either56

opinion A or B with fixed probabilities.57

The subsequent lines of approach is to embed each of these58

three models in their own one-parameter families of mod-59

els, to predict if possible, the consequences of incremental60

changes in different aspects each of the local interaction pro-61

tocols on global quantities such as expected times to consen-62

sus [15]. In this paper, we will focus on one such family of63

M-models for the scenario (b) of strong neutrals called middle-64

roaders in social forums. Scenario (c) above is the subject of65

several recent studies [17], [12], [15].66

Since we are interested in predicting observable outcomes67

or macroscopic quantities such as expected times to consensus68

in social opinion dynamics from the local (microscopic) inter-69

action protocols between cognitive agents in the model, we70

have taken the point of view that it is useful to embed several71

particular social dynamics models in a one - parameter family72

of such models. This parameter controls some aspects of the73

local interaction protocols in the family of models, such as74

increasing stubbornness or number of consecutive reception75

of signal A before a purely B listener switches over totally to76

the purely A opinion [17]. The objective of working with the77

family of models is to show that as the parameter varies over78

its range, the expected times to consensus or tipping fractions79

of minority leader-agents changes monotonically with the pa-80

rameter values.81

In other one-parameter families of social dynamics models,82

such as the s-models in [16], the phase space dimension of83

their corresponding random walks is invariant for all values of84

the parameter s where (1− s) is the probability that a neutral85

(AB in two-opinions NG) listener will accept an A or B signal86

and switch to a purely A or B opinion, rather than reject this87

signal and remain a neutral - s = 0 corresponds to the original88

two-opinions NG where the neutral listener always accept and89

becomes the A or B opinion signal; and s = 1/2 is the hybrid90

case where the neutral AB listener will, with equal probability91

of a half, either accept the signal and switch or reject the signal92
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and remain neutral.93

In the rest of the paper, we will solve the M-models ex-94

actly to compute for large networks, expected times to con-95

sensus. The results obtained here, without using the Diffusion96

Approximation or Fokker-Planck Master equation, but rather97

from direct probabilistic calculations at the level of random98

walks, agree with those in [18]. Our calculations below are99

for all values of M including the smallest case M = 3 after the100

original Voter model, which is of special interest here because101

of its applications to the scenario (b) of middle-roaders neu-102

trals who play the devil’s advocate in social dialog and blogs.103

The M models will be solved exactly to prove the result that104

starting from a population of N/2 agents in any one of the105

M microstates including the M−2 neutral ones, the expected106

times to consensus, τ(N/2) = O(N2logN) is much longer than107

the O(NlogN) expected consensus times for the two-opinions108

LO-NG model in scenario (c) for erratic neutrals [14], [15].109

II. MATHEMATICAL CORRELATES FOR THREE110

NEUTRALS111

We regard the signaling protocols between agents as the112

starting point of any predictive (vs descriptive) models in113

mathematical sociology. One specific aim here is to show114

in this section how the above three versions of neutral have115

concrete mathematical correlates in the local interaction pro-116

tocols between networked agents. In order to precisely intro-117

duce corresponding mathematical models for each of them we118

decided to choose them from a family of information-sharing119

multi-agents network games known as the generalized Nam-120

ing Games.121

To each of the above three scenarios in sociology (or politi-122

cal science), we assign the associated (primed) protocols: (a’)123

undecided agents in scenario (a) are highly unlikely to vote -124

the (AB) agents therefore do not speak but can be chosen as125

listeners to purely A or B speakers; otherwise the inter-agents126

protocols are the same as in the LO-NG, (b’) the neutrals or127

middle-roaders in scenario (b) do speak in forums specifically128

to ameliorate the extreme positions (FOR or AGAINST) and129

convince others of the value of their intermediate positions -130

thus, neutrals (AB) speaking to a purely A (resp. B) listener,131

play the devil’s advocate and signal the position opposite to132

that current in the listener, thereby switching this purely A or133

B agent to the neutral (AB) position; moreover, there is no134

transition in the event of a neutral speaking to another neutral135

and a purely A (resp. B) agent speaking to a purely B (resp.136

A) listener have stronger persuasion (greater speaker-listener137

asymmetry) than in the corresponding LO-NG and therefore138

switches the pure listener directly to its opposite position;139

other local rules remain the same as in the corresponding LO-140

NG, and (c’) the neutrals in this scenario will sometimes speak141

A and other times B and its local rules are precisely those of142

the LO-NG on two opinions [14, 15].143

III. M-MODELS FOR MIDDLE-ROADERS -144

QUALITATIVE PREDICTIONS145

Like a previous family of k-NG models introduced to study146

the effects of increased stubbornness on times to consensus147

and the behaviour of committed minority agents [17], we in-148

troduced a new one-parameter family of social dynamics mod-149

els in this paper called the M-models which is parameterized150

by a single positive integer M > 1. The M = 2 case in this151

family like the k = 1 case in [17] represents the original Voter152

model with the smallest phase space of dimension one. The153

M = 3 case, a hybrid between the Voter and two-opinions LO-154

NG model and the main focus here, has phase space dimen-155

sion of two, same as in the original two-opinions LO-NG. It is156

arguably a better model for opinion and information sharing157

between interacting cognitive agents in social forums than the158

original LO-NG.159

For the sake of the comparison to the original LO-NG, we160

list its signaling protocols as in (b’) above for the three types161

of agents (purely A or B and neutrals AB): (1) purely A or B162

agents interact according to the Voter model, that is, the pure163

opinions are strongly convincing when speaking to the oppo-164

site pure listener, (2) there are no neutral - neutral transitions,165

that is, whenever a neutral speak to another neutral, they both166

remain neutrals, which is considered more accurate for social167

forums or blog discussions than the original NG protocol for168

neutrals from the sociological point of view, (3) when a neu-169

tral speaks to a pure A or B agent, the neutral plays the devil’s170

advocate and always speaks the opinion opposite to that of the171

pure listener, and finally (4) the pure A or B agent speaking172

to a neutral remains the same as in the original NG where the173

neutral listener switches to the pure speaker’s opinion.174

In this paper we will limit our study to the case where175

network topology is not relevant, that is, the social network176

is a complete graph of N agents. In other works this net-177

work topology is labeled one with spatial dimension d = 1.178

This facilitates the use of deterministic drift in random walks179

or coarse-grained models to qualitatively predict changes in180

expected times to consensus. In such well-mixed social181

networks, the random walks (coarse-grained) models corre-182

sponding to the games have the smallest allowed phase-space183

dimension. While it is too early to state whether all NG-type184

games are completely determined, in their asymptotic global185

properties by a one-dimensional center manifold in phase-186

space, we have gathered ample evidence of such a key struc-187

ture in many versions of the NG models [17], [16]. This center188

manifold contains the most important equilibria including the189

total consensus points and facilitates the direct calculations of190

tipping fractions of minority leader-agents through a saddle-191

node bifurcation [14], [15].192

On such a center manifold, the concept of deterministic193

drift of the random walks is just the reduced vector-field which194

strength and direction has direct (computable) consequences195

on expected times to consensus because the center-manifold196

is also in these cases, the slow-time manifold and therefore,197

determines the largest part of the so-called local or sojourn198

times before consensus.199

To highlight the role or absence of deterministic drift in200
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the M family of generalized NG, and for a benchmark, we201

have by design included one canonical and previously solved202

model, as in [17], the original Voter model. The Voter model203

is the smallest model in the family. In previous studies of204

the exactly integrable Voter model, it is reported that the as-205

sociated random walk model generates a Martingale for the206

population fraction of the A opinion [15]. This lack of drift in207

the Voter model [13] resulted in a O(N2) expected consensus208

time starting from the well-balanced initial population distri-209

bution. In contrast, the original two-opinions NG is markedly210

different from the Voter model in that the drift here is almost211

everywhere nonzero except at special equilibrium points in212

the two dimensional phase space of its random walks. As a213

direct consequence of this increased drift, the expected con-214

sensus time is O(NlogN) which is much shorter for large N215

than in the Voter model [15], [14]. Thus, it is safe to conclude216

that the deterministic drift in the associated random walks or217

coarse-grained dynamics, which is precisely defined and com-218

putable at each point (macrostate) in its phase space, can be219

used as a diagnostic quantity to compare models in a family220

where the phase space dimensions of the random walks do not221

change with the parameter. Such is the case in the s-models222

[16] where we have shown that the drift along a key center223

manifold in the phase space decreases as s increases from 0224

(which correspond to the original NG) to the value 0.5 for a225

hybrid version of the two-opinions NG.226

For a family of models where the phase space dimension227

increases monotonically with the parameter values, this drift228

has to be carefully normalized before it can be used for com-229

parisons between models in the family. In the family of k-NG230

models [17], it was shown that drift along the center manifold231

in phase space increases with the value of the stubbornness232

parameter k.233

Moreover, a second significant consequence of this in-234

creased drift in the k = 2 NG is the existence of a saddle-node235

bifurcation on the center manifold of the 2-D random walk236

model, which has the interesting social correlate of a critical237

tipping fraction (9.7 percent for a complete graph) of commit-238

ted minority (A opinion say), beyond which the minority A239

opinion dominates the social network in relatively short ex-240

pected times compared to when the fixed committed minority241

fraction is sub-critical [14].242

The new M-parameter generalized NG models introduced243

above, and denoted by M-models are arguably more accurate244

representations of information sharing and opinion dynamics245

between cognitive agents in a blog or social forum. To collect246

the inter-agent protocols in the M = 3 model:(I) A-B inter-247

actions are as in the Voter model, that is, A-B becomes B-B248

where the listener changes directly to the purely B opinion of249

the speaker; purely A and B agents are very convinced of their250

respective opinions and are in turn very convincing in turning251

the opposite pure agents to their own;(II) neutrals are a new252

type of agents not present in the original Voter model and they253

are less convincing of either A or B opinions, that is, they do254

not convince other neutrals to change - AB - AB results no255

changes; (III) neutrals (AB) play the devil’s advocate when256

speaking to purely A or B agents in the sense that the neutrals257

speak or signal the opinion opposite to that held by the pure258

listener, thereby changing the pure listener to a neutral while259

the neutral speaker is unchanged - A-AB and B-AB interac-260

tions both end in the outcome AB-AB; and (IV) the neutrals261

change to the pure opinion A or B of the speaker which are not262

changed themselves, that is, AB-A (resp. AB-B) interactions263

end in the outcome A-A (resp. B-B) which completes the list264

of all inter-agent protocols for this model.265

Several questions now arise: (I) does the M-models always266

tend to consensus of the pure opinions? (II) how does the ex-267

pected times to consensus scale with the size of the social net-268

work, N? (III) how much faster or slower is the deterministic269

drift in the random walk model for the M-model in compari-270

son to the drift of the corresponding random walk model for271

the two-opinions LO-NG?272

Before we analyze these model and make detailed compar-273

isons with the known results for the original two-opinions LO-274

NG, we state here what we expect to find purely on the basis of275

qualitative and intuitive reasoning which remains to be made276

rigorous. This reasoning concerns the relationships between277

expected times to consensus in this class of multi-agent sig-278

nalling (or information-opinion sharing) networks and the de-279

terministic drifts (non-Martingaleness) in their random walk280

or coarse-grained models. At the center of this issue is the281

open question of how the drift in these random walk models282

depend qualitatively and quantitatively on the local interaction283

rules for information sharing between agents. We observed,284

in concrete examples in the subclass of two opinions LO-NG285

(binary agreement models), the general rule that this drift to-286

wards consensus macrostates is key in determining expected287

consensus times and tipping fractions of committed minor-288

ity agents. Moreover, the greater the drift towards consensus,289

the shorter are the corresponding expected consensus times,290

and the greater, the critical or tipping values of the commit-291

ted minority fraction. The results in this paper comparing292

three different models (within the NG class) for the inter-293

actions of neutrals which range from silent (weak) through294

strong (scenario (b)) to erratic in the LO-NG, show that the295

relationship between the drift in the coarse-grained random296

walks and these local inter-agent protocols, is a complex one.297

In other words, we do not have a good understanding of this298

issue which remains an important open problem.299

First, the answer to (I) is No, since all the agents can be-300

come neutral as examined by the critical case when there is301

exactly one non-neutral agent left in the network. In this case,302

if a neutral speaks to the sole pure agent, then this agent is303

turned into a neutral; on the other hand, if the sole pure agent304

speaks, to a neutral then, the neutral population decreases to305

N − 2. Once the agents are all neutral, there are no more306

changes, just like the pure macrostates which consist of only307

pure agents of one type. All three macrostates - both pure308

types and the neutral type - are absorbing states for the associ-309

ated Markov chains. We call this situation a multi-consensus310

to highlight the fact that for larger values of the parameter M,311

each of the M− 2 intermediate positions spanning the social312

spectrum of a blog, can absorb all N agents in the network.313

We expect the answer to question (III) is slower or no drift314

in the hybrid model because reasoning from all three compo-315

nents of the interaction protocols,(i) the pure interactions A-B316
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(and vice-versa) being that in the Voter model, does not sup-317

port any drift, (ii) the lack of neutral - neutral transitions slows318

the drift towards A or B consensus, and (iii) the counter or319

devils’ advocacy of the neutral speaker to pure listener again320

contributes to slower drift compared to the same interaction321

protocol in the NG. This list completes the comparisons of322

the interaction protocols of the hybrid and NG models since323

the remaining protocols where a pure agent speaks to a neutral324

listener are the same in both models.325

The calculation next of the drift in the M = 3 model for326

social forums shows actually that this model is driftless and is327

therefore a Martingale model, in agreement with the Master328

equation approach in [18]. From the inter-agent protocols for329

this model, gathered above, and using A,B,AB to denote the330

instantaneous populations of the three types of opinions, we331

get332

Pr[A→ (A+1);B→ (B−1)] =
A ·B
N2 (1)

Pr[B→ (B+1);A→ (A−1)] =
A ·B
N2 (2)

Pr[A→ (A+1);AB→ (AB−1)] =
A ·AB

N2 (3)

Pr[A→ (A−1);AB→ (AB+1)] =
A ·AB

N2 (4)

Pr[B→ (B+1);AB→ (AB−1)] =
AB ·B

N2 (5)

Pr[B→ (B−1);AB→ (AB+1)] =
AB ·B

N2 (6)

Thus, the drift, defined as the expected changes in popula-333

tions A and B per times step, is computed as follows for the334

M = 3 case in a manner that extends directly to arbitrary inte-335

ger M:336

0 = E[4A] = (
A ·B
N2 +

A ·AB
N2 )− (

A ·B
N2 +

A ·AB
N2 ) (7)

0 = E[4B] = (
A ·B
N2 +

B ·AB
N2 )− (

A ·B
N2 +

B ·AB
N2 ). (8)

Expected times to multi-consensus in the M = 3 (and gen-337

eral M) models are therefore completely determined by diffu-338

sion in a 2D random walk for the coarse-grained or popula-339

tions A and B and will be calculated exactly in the following340

section.341

IV. SOLUTION OF M-MODELS342

Let us fix notation: (1) define the initial macrostate ~n0 =343

(n1(0), ...,nM(0)) where n j(t) is the time t population of type344

(or tribe) j=1,...M, and types 1 and M are respectively the345

purely B and A opinion agents; thus, ∑ j(n j(t)) = N for all346

time t; and in the case M = 3 which correspond to a gen-347

eralized NG with pure types A and B and neutrals AB, we348

have nA(t)+nB(t)+nAB(t) = N. (2) Define p(T,n j(0)) to be349

the probability that n j(T ) = N starting from n j(0) > 0; thus,350

p(n j(0)) = ∑T=0 p(T,n j(0)) is the probability that n j(t) = N351

eventually or after a finite time steps t < inf, starting from352

n j(0) > 0; then the conditional probability that opinion type j353

achieves consensus for the first time T conditioned on the fact354

that type j does eventually dominate is given by355

p(T, j) = p(T,n j(0))/p(n j(0)). (9)

(3) Thus, summing over nonnegative integers T, τ(n j(0)) =356

∑T=0 T p(T,n j(0)) is the expected time steps, starting from357

some n j(0) > 0, for multi-consensus of type (opinion) j, that358

is n j = N; and summing again over types j = 1, ...,M, we get,359

starting from given initial macrostate ~n0, the expected time360

steps361

τ(~n0) = ∑
j=1

τ(n j(0)) (10)

= ∑
T=0

∑
j=1

T p(T,n j(0)) (11)

for some opinion type to dominate or reach consensus, that is,362

n j(t) = N for some j for which n j(0) > 0.363

We will use the key observation that probabilistically, the364

M = three opinion types can be treated on equal footings in365

this model since the local interaction protocols defining the366

M(= 3) models are clearly uniform across the types (A,B,AB)367

for example. That is, for the listener-speaker pair (i, j), with368

i, j in (A,B,AB) (where all pairs are chosen with equal proba-369

bility in one time step), the speaker of opinion j dominates the370

listener of opinion i by convincing the i agent to switch type371

to type j, regardless of which two types i, j.372

This observation simplifies the calculation below of the373

probabilities and expected times defined above for all values374

of M. We use the abbreviated notation of the M = 3 case for375

convenience but the calculations work for all values of M.376

To compute the expected times to multi-consensus in the377

M = 3 case focussed here, we therefore use the first time T378

at which any of the three opinion types (A, B, AB) dominate,379

that is, T = inf(t > 0) where one of the following condition380

holds nA(t) = N, nB(t) = N, nAB(t) = N. The calculation is381

independent of the value of the parameter M.382

We will proceed with calculating the probability that any383

opinion type in (A,B,AB) eventually achieves consensus start-384

ing with a population of n ≥ 0 (irrespective of what the start-385

ing populations are for the other two opinion types), p(n) =386

∑T=0 p(T,n) where p(T,n) is the probability that, with initial387

population n≥ 0, one of the opinion types achieves consensus388

for the first time at t = T .389

First, with fixed initial population n ≥ 0, we have the fol-390

lowing recursion:391

p(T +1,n) =
n(N−n)
N(N−1)

(p(T,n−1) (12)

+ p(T,n+1))+ p(T,n)
1−2n(N−n)

N(N−1)
(13)

Summing over T, we get392

p(n) =
1
2
(p(n−1)+ p(n+1)) (14)
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for n = 1, ...,N − 1. With boundary conditions, p(0) = 0,393

p(N) =, we solve for394

p(n) =
n
N

. (15)

Let the expected times to consensus in any opinion type, start-395

ing from initial population of n, be given by396

Tn = E[T |n] = ∑
T=0

T p(T,n). (16)

Then from the recursion for p(T,n) we get397

Tn =
1
2
(Tn+1 +Tn−1 + p(n+1)+ p(n−1)) (17)

+p(n)
N(N−1)−2n(N−n)

2n(N−n)
. (18)

This recursion is solved in turn with the boundary conditions,398

T0 = 0 = TN . In particular, for even N = 2K,399

TK = (N−K)TN−1−
n=N−1

∑
n=K+1

(2n−N)(N−1)
2(N−n)

, (19)

which highlights the fact that the bottleneck quantity is the400

expected time to consensus of any opinion type given that all401

except one agent in the network already hold this opinion.402

This implies that for any value of the parameter M in the403

family of M-models, the stochastic path from any initial pop-404

ulation to eventual consensus of an opinion type must go405

through this bottleneck which is clearly a state in the origi-406

nal Voter’s model since only two opinion types remain viable407

at this point. Thus, we need to compute the expected time408

TN−1, using the known exact solution of the Voter’s model in409

[15] and for that purpose we label for convenience the two410

remaining opinion types A’ and B’. Then from [15], we have411

the recursion for expected times τ(n) to A’-consensus starting412

from an initial population n of A’-agents413

τ(n) =
1
2
(τ(n+1)+ τ(n−1))+ t(n) (20)

t(n) =
1

1−Pr[no− change|n]
(21)

where the event [no change] consists in general of listener-414

speaker combinations (A’-A’, B’-B’). The boundary condi-415

tions for this recursion is τ(0) = τ(N) = 0.416

Substituting n = N−1 we get417

τ(N−1) =
1
2

τ(N−2)+ t(N−1) (22)

=
1
2

τ(N−2)+
2
N

(23)

since418

t(N−1) =
1

1−Pr[no− change|N−1]
(24)

=
2
N

(25)

which is key for what follows. Using the length N−1 vector419

notation in [15] we note that420

(I−Q)~τ =~t (26)

which can be solved in terms of ~uk where421

(I−Q)~uk = ~δk (27)

and ~δk is a length N− 1 vector with zero entries except for a422

one in the k -th entry. Then τ(k) = ~uk ·~t where~t is known.423

Thus, for k = N−1, using ~uN−1 = 2
N (1,2,3, ., j, .,N−1)T , we424

get425

τ(N−1) = ~uN−1 ·~t (28)

=
2
N

N−2

∑
j=1

j

2( j/N)(1− j
N−1 )

+N−1 (29)

= (N−1)
N−2

∑
j=1

1
N−1− j

+N−1 (30)

For large N this can be approximated by integrals426

τ(N−1)≈ (N−1)
∫ N−2

1

1
N−1− x

dx+N−1 (31)

427

= (N−1) ln(N−2)+(N−1) (32)
= N ln(N)+N (33)

Thus, for even N = 2K, we get428

TK = (N/2)τ(N−1)−
n=N−1

∑
n=K+1

(2n−N)(N−1)
2(N−n)

(34)

=
N
2

(N ln(N)+N)+O(N ln(N)) (35)

V. CONCLUSION429

We have found concrete mathematical correlates for three430

different interpretations of neutral in sociology and politics.431

All three mathematical models belong to the generalized Lis-432

tener Only NG and can therefore be systematically analyzed433

for key statistical quantities such as expected times to multi-434

consensus as in this paper.435

In general, the deterministic drift in the coarse-grained or436

random walk models corresponding to each of these three437

families of NG-like models plays a key role. With increas-438

ing slow-time drift towards points of consensus, the expected439

times to consensus are decreased for most initial states. Mean-440

while, such an increased drift against the committed minority441

consensus (near the consensus point of the position without442

committed fraction) generally predicts a relatively larger tip-443

ping fraction of committed minority agents, as a direct math-444

ematical consequence of the saddle-node bifurcation on the445

slow-time manifold in phase-space.446

Specifically, we have given exact solutions for expected447

times to multi-consensus τ ≈ O(N2 lnN) in the M-models for448
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all values of M > 2. Compared to the corresponding times for449

the original LO-NG on two opinions in scenario (c) which450

is O(N lnN), the strong neutrals (middle-roaders) have, as451

predicted in an early section, increased the expected times452

to multi-consensus for large networks because of smaller (or453

zero) drift towards consensus.454

Another conclusion that we can draw from the drift-less na-455

ture of the M models is that there are no positive (nonzero)456

tipping points for committed minority agents in any opinion457

type - even a very small number of committed agents of any458

type will tilt the M game dynamics towards faster consensus459

of that opinion. This can be viewed as a disadvantage of the460

M models for scenario (b) because bloggers in a social forum461

of different neutral positions are unlikely to be bowled over462

by extremely small numbers of committed leader-agents. In463

future work, we will attempt to fix this defect.464
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